Online Book Club
The Graveyard Of The Atlantic Mystery

Talk About It!

1.

Storms along Cape Hatteras caused many shipwrecks. Have you ever been out in a boat? If
so, what do you think it would be like to be in a boat in a fierce storm? How would you
feel? Where would you go for shelter?

2.

The humid climate along the North Carolina coast made Grant and Christina very
uncomfortable. What is the summer weather like where you live? Do you like hot weather,
or do you prefer cold weather?

3.

The Macaw parrot is a beautiful bird. Have you ever seen a parrot like him in a zoo or a bird
sanctuary? Have you ever talked to a parrot or a parakeet? If so, what did the bird say?

4.

The Outer Banks Angel helped rescue people. Why is it important to have rescue forces like
the Lifesaving Service and the Coast Guard? Do you think you might like to work for the
Coast Guard when you grow up? Why or why not?

5.

Sean and Sally played a trick on Grant and Christina. Did you think it was funny? Have you
every played a trick on someone? If so, what did you do, and how did they react?

6.

Lighthouses guide ships that are sailing near the coast. Have you ever toured a lighthouse?
If so, what was it like? Did you see where the lighthouse keeper lived? Would you like to be
a lighthouse keeper? It was often a very lonely job!

7.

The kids enjoyed crab at the crab boil. Do you
like seafood? If so, what are your favorite
things to eat from the sea?

8.

The kids had a great time exploring the
shipwreck. Do you like to go exploring?
What are some places you have explored, and
what did you find there?

9.

The parrot told a riddle to the children. Do
you like to figure out riddles? What is one of
your favorite riddles?

10. Thomas grew up alone along the beach. What
are some things he needed to live and survive?
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